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Dr. Donald E. Solberg
Systems Performance Branch
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Washington, D. C. 20555

Progress Report on " Characterization of Radionuclide Contamination Through-
out Light Water Reactor Power Stations," July 18, 1980.

Progress to Date:

Pathfinder Generating Plant, Sioux Falls, South Dakota

The licensing amendment to conduct our field study at Pathfinder has
been approved and we will be conducting the field work July 14-23, 1980.
A final planning and coordinating meeting was held at the Northern States
Power Company (NSP) headquarters in Minneapolis on June 23, 1980. Attending
from PNL were myself and Manford Leale, our health physics specialist for
this project. Following this meeting, Manford and I visited the Pathfinder
site to complete final arrangements for our field trip. The NSP personnel
have been extremely cooperative and helpful. The only problem on their part
was in supplying the health physics and radiation monitoring support for the
field work, since they were short-handed at their operating nuclear plants.
So, the inclusion of Manford Leale in our research team has proven to be very
beneficial since Manford will be doing the entire monitoring for this project.
He has been at Pathfinder since July 9 to supply the monitoring support while
NSP personnel are providing access into the fuel storage basin (which had been
sealed with a concrete cap) and into the sealed reactor building. Enclosed
are the following documents: 1) our letter of approval from NSP giving their
final approval; 2) our radiation work procedure; 3) our tentative work sched-
ule at Pathfinder; 4) detailed work procedure for sampling (metal cutting and
concrete coring); and 5) our detailed sampling and analysis plan. We feel
that we can complete the field work in nine to ten working days.

Preliminary Testing of Equipment and Procedure at the Hanford 100-F Reactor

We felt that it would be a wise practice to field test our portable
counting equipment and metal cutting and concrete coring equipment prior to
our first field work at Pathfinder. This allowed us to identify any short-
comings in equipment and procedures and permit.ed us to make any necessary
corrective actions prior to our Pathfinder virit. This exercise also gave
valuable experience to our project personnel in the use of special anti-con-
tamination clothing, equipment and procedures.
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Therefore, we spent three days at the decommissioned 100-F reactor at
Hanford evaluating our equipment and procedures. We set up and utilized our
portable intrinsic germanium gamma-ray spectrometer and our beta counter.
We tested a portable band saw, a circular metal cutting saw, a portable metal
cutting jigsaw and our concrete coring apparatus for cutting contaninated stain-
less steel, carbon steel and aluminum piping. We evaluated various methods of
protecting the equipment from becoming contaminated during these operations
and were quite successful in this regard. Enclosed are a series of photographs
reproduced from Polaroid camera shots showing these operations. During our
work at Pathfinder and the following sites we will be using a better camera
and will supply pictures to you of our operations. After this exercise and
several modifications of equipment and procedures we feel that we are ready
to perform efficiently and effectively at the reactor sites.

Indian Point, Unit I Status

All roadblocks appear to be cleared for our work at Indian Point, Unit I.
We have set a tentative date for the last two weeks in September to conduct
this study. As per our telephone conversation, I will keep you informed of
our progress and scheduling for our work there.

Costs Incurred

As of June 29, 1980, the following costs have been incurred.

Direct LaLar Costs S 59,641
Procurements 22,253
Travel 4,873
Facilities and Equipment 17,661
Other Costs 1,823
Labor Overheads 59,236
Cost Overheads / Fee 5,236

Total Cost $171,133

:

Sincerely,

', f a O di! , i,:! 2 n .B

David E. Robertson
Senior Research Scientist
Earth and Planetary Chemistry Section
PHYSICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT

DER / cms
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DETAILED SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN

; FOR PATHFINDER GENERATING PLANT

1. Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this program is to identify the nature, distribution
and inventory of residual radionuclide contamination in and around commer-
cial light water nuclear power reactors to provide a data base for use in
formulating policies and strategies for decommissioning retired nuclear
power plants. The NRC and the operating utilities are charged with the
responsibility of assuring the continued protectier. of the public from re-
sidual radioactivity or other potential hazards during and after decommis-
sioning of the plants. In order to assure the safe and efficient decommis-
sioning of nuclear power plants through appropriate regulations, guides and
plans, measured data are needed to generically characterize the inventory
and distribution of the radionuclide contamination of reactor systems and
of the inmediate surrounding environs. Such a knowledge will provide the

predictive capability to permit a better assessment of the costs, radiation
exposure and technology required for decontaminating and dismantling nuclear
power plants, and restoring the reactor sites to an environmentally accept-
able condition.

.

To acquire these data, a comprehensive measurements program is required.
This measurement program will seek to characterize the residual radionuclide
inventories in virtually all parts of the reactor sites which are known or
suspected to contain radioactivity. This study will emphasize, but not be
restricted to, the long-lived radionuclides (t 1/2 > 1 yr), including the
transuranics and low energy beta and X-ray emitters. We plan to initiate
this study at Pathfinder and Indian Point Unit 1 and then extend the measure-
ments program to several operating plants.

The measurements plan will involve both an on-site examination of gamma
and beta emitting radionuclides in all components at each reactor site, and
the procurement of samples from the reactor sites for analyses at our labora-
tory in Richland, Washington.
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Nondestructive On-site Surveys At Pathfinder

A portable collimated intrinsic germanium ganna-ray spectrometer and
a beta detector will be utilized for r.ondestructive scanning for residual
gamma and beta emitting radionuclides at Pathfinder. These instrumentsJ

will be taken inside the Reactor Building, the Fuel Handling Building, the
Turbine Building ano auxiliary buildings to nondestructively measure resid-
ual radionuclide contamination on floors, walls, piping, equipment, stored
scrap materials and any other materials containing contamination. Screen-

ing with a collimated G-M counter will first determine what areas will later
be gamma-scanned using the intrinsic germanium detector. We will also ex-
amine the grounds immediately adjacent to the Pathfinder Generating Plant.
It is not anticipated that we will require any maintenance assistance from
NSP personnel during this phase of the study, except someone familiar with
the plant who can escort us to all points of interest and explain the past
operations. This portion of the work is anticipated to take about four days
to complete.

Sample Procurement

Because of the potential difficulties of quantifying radionuclide con-
centrations within piping or on structural materials by the nondestructive
scanning techniques, and to measure low energy beta emitters and the alpha-
emitting radionuclides, samples of opportunity will be procured and shipped
to our laboratory for comp ~ ehensive radionuclide analyses. These samplesr
will consist of piping, structural materials, equipment, hardware and any
other appropriate samples which would aid in establishing radionuclide in-
ventories at Pathfinder.

We will also be prepared to obtain, when possible, four inch diameter
concrete cores from highly contaminated floors and walls. Also, paint sur-

faces from contaminated areas will be sampled. Replicates of in-plant and
environmental samples will simultaneously be collected for decontamination
studies being conducted in another department at our laboratory and for ar-
chival purposes. The total radioactivity of all of the samples we would
remove and ship to our laboratory is not expected to exceed one curie.
Soil cores will also be taken around the grounds of the Pathfinder plant
to determine if any small amounts of reactor produced radionuclides are
present.
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It is anticipated that this phase of the work will require about five

days and would also require some assistance from NSP in the form of mainte-
nance. personnel to assist in pipe cutting and replacement etc. We will be
prepared.to do our own concrete coring and minor pipe cutting and coring.

~

We are a1so prepared to do our own radiation monitoring and health physics.
We have made arrangements with our radiation monitoring department to perna-
nently assign one of their staff to this project. He will be responsible for
assuring that all on-site work is carried out in compliance with safe and
legal work practices. He will also arrange to obtain suitable shipping con-
tainers and assure that any shipments of materials outside containment to PNL
are carried out in full compliance with DOT, NRC and state regulations. The

sampling program, for convenience, can be organized on a building basis as
described below.

Reactor Building

We would like to make as comprehensive an assessment of the radioactivity
associated with all systems in the Reactor Building that is practically possi-
ble.

Two phases of sampling in the Reactor Building will be necessary. First,

we will require samples of all contaminated materials outside of the bioshield to
to determine the extent of residual radionuclide contamination which has been
transported from the reactor vessel during plant operations. We would like to
obtain sections of contaminated piping 6r at least four inch diameter cores
from this piping. Also, any portions of contaminated pumps, valves and other
hardware would be desirable to obtain for analysis. Concrete cores (four inch
diameter by four inches deep) from contaminated floors and walls would also be
collected from the most contaminated areas. Second, we would like to obtain

samples of materials from the reactor vessel and bioshield which have been neu-
tron activated. We will be prepared to take one or more one inch diameter cores
through the entire concrete bioshield, hopefully at the midpoint of the reactor
vessel. We would also like to obtain drill turnings of activated portions of

the reactor vessel. The locations for taking the bioshield cores and reactor
vessel steel samples will need to be discutsed at greater length and perhaps
we can make a preliminary site visit before the actsal sampling and analysis
work to determine this.

-3-
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Fuel Handling Building

We would like to obtain samples of all contaminated piping, equipment,
hardware and materials in all rooms associated with the Fuel Handling Build-

ing. Piping and tanks too large to cut into short segments for samples will
be cored with a four inch diameter saw. We also would like to obtain four
inch diameter by four inch deep concrete cores of contaminated floors. Since

much of the contaminated piping, hardware, etc. from the dismantled portions
of the plant have been stored in the fuel storage pool it will be necessary
for us to obtain access to inside of the storage pool. Since the pool has

been capped with a thick concrete cover it will be necessary for NSP to pro-
vide an entrance to the storage pool large enough for a person to enter. It

would be convenient and speed the on-site work if this entrance could be pro-
vided before our on-site work begins. It is anticipated that the storage pool
will have radiation levels too high to permit in-situ direct gamma-scanning so

,

we intend to remove samples from this room for preliminary on-site gamma anal-
ysis at a low-background area of the plant.

Turbine Building

All contaminated material and equipment not being used in the fossil
system which was removed and stored will be examined and sampled if possible.
The " hot spots" in equipment and piping presently used in the fossil plant
should be sampled, either by opening pipes and removing the crud or cutting
out or corina small sections of the contaminated piping. (This can ha
optional if flSP does not want to disturb the operational facility.) Con-

crete cores would also be taken from contaminated floors (such as the
sump floor).

Auxiliary Buildings

We would like to make several on-site gamma-spectrometric scans of the
auxiliary buildings and structures at the site. We do not expect to find

any significant contamination, but would like to verify that such is the
case. Included in these buildings would be the Water Treatment Building,
the cooling tower and any other structures that NSP would recommend. We

would procure samples for comprehensive analysis only if we detected "sig-
nificant" contamination.

4
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Environmental Samples

We would like to take eight soil core samples in the eight compass
directions surrounding the plant. The cores would be 5 cm deep and sec--

tioned into 1 cm thick slabs of 200 cm area. The cores will be collected2

about ten feet from the building in each direction.

We will maic a survey of the grounds surrounding the plant with a
G-M counter and also sample any " hot spots" that may be present in the

soil. We will sample vegetation only if "significant" contamination is
apparent.

Radionuclides To Be Measured

Using a portable intrinsic germanium gamma-ray spectrometer, on-site
measurements of the gamma-emitters that are detectable by instrumental

gamma-ray spectrometry will be made using nondestructive scanning tech-
niques. A low-level beta counter will also be used in the nondestructive
scanning measurements to document the beta activity at the same locations.
We will key on the major gamma-emitting radionuclides to serve as indicators
of contaminated areas. After the scanning is completed, measurements of
selected hardware, structural materials and environmental samples will be
performed on-site to allow more intelligent sampling. These rapid surveys

will pinpoint the most desirable locations to conduct more intensive sam-
pling and ansijsis, and will provide a great deal of information early in'

~

the program. The major, long-lived gamma-emitters that we expect to mea-
sure on-site by this method include s*Mn, 55Zn, 5'Co, l'5Ru, 188*Ag, 18"Cs,

1 5Sb, as2Eu and 85"Eu. Based on the on-site37 Cs, '''Ce and possibly
scanning results, extensive sampling will be conducted at all appropriate

! plant locations, and the instrumental gamma-ray spectrometric analyses of
1
' the bulk of these samples will be conducted at our laboratory in Richland.

|
It is anticipated that approximately six to eight soil cores will be col-
lected at each site for analyses at PNL, as well as a few samples of pond

| and trench sediments, cooling tower sludge and other appropriate environ-
mental samples. Because the radiochemical analysis of the trace gamma-
emitters, beta-emitters and the transuranic radionuclides are so time and
manpower intensive, we will be very selective in choosing samples from each
site for performing these additional difficult measurements. The actual

| -5
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selection of these samples will be guided by the results of the gamma
spectrometric measurements. It is anticipated that only a few (no more

i
than 8-10) in-plant samples at each site will be completely characterized ,

to include the analysis of 88'*Ag, ''Nb, 12'Sb-Sn, sspe, sspe, s'Ni, 58Ni, i

''Sr ''8Zr-Nb, ''Tc, 28'I, 3''Pm, and the transuranics 28'Pu, 88''2''Pu,
* Am, "'8Am, 262Cm and 8"'Cm. Only the most contaminated soil and envi-

'

ronmental samples (approximately 4-6) will be analyzed for these radio-
nuclides. However, a few samples from areas considered to be background

levels will also be included. If it becomes obvious that some anomalous
contamination involving a specific radionuclide has occurred at a site,
we s.ill put special emphasis on delineating the extent of this contamination.
Special attention will be given to the measurement of accurate isotopic ra-
tios of various radionuclide pairs (e.g., 18"Cs/387Cs, 288Pu/2:s 2=oPu,
2''Cm/2:s 2 * oPu, etc. ) in the in-plant and environmental samples. These

ratios can differ by several orders of magnitude when comparing reactor-
generated radionuclides with those observed in weapons testing fallout. It

is therefore possible to identify as little as a 2-3% contribution to the
fallout radionuclide inventory from radionuclides of reactor origin. Since

easily measurable fallout radionuclide concentrations will be present in the
environmental samples, it will be important to document the fallout contri-
bution relative to that coming from reactor contamination at each reactor
site. These data will be greatly complemented by EPRI sponsored studies of

the nature and distribution of radionuclides outside the boundaries of four
i nuclear power stations.

It is recognized that a number of intermediate-lived radionuclides will
also be present in reactor contamination residues, including ''Sc, 51Cr, 57Co,

5'Co, 5'Fe, 55Zr-Nb, 188Ru and 12"Sb. When these radionuclides are detectable
by instrumental gamma-ray spectrometry they will be automatically measured by
our counting equipment. However, we will make no special attempt at measuring

them if their concentrations are below the instrumental (nondestructive) de-
tection limits.
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POTENTIAL RADIONUCLIDES TO BE MEASURED
*

..

5sotope Hal f-Life Decay Mode Energy (kev)

Gama-Emi tters -

.

Na 2.6 y B+ - y 127522

54
Mn 312 d EC - y 834 ,

60
Co 5.27 y 8-y 1332

65
'

Zn 244 d EC - 8+ - y 1115

94 4
Nb 2.0 x 10 y 8-y 871

106Ru-Rh 369 d 8-y 622

108m
Ag 130 y EC - IT 434

110m
Ag 250 d 8 - IT 658

125
Sb 2.77 y 8-y 438

126 5
Sb-Sn 10 y 3,v 4j4

134
Cs 2.06 y 8-y 796

137
Cs 30.17 y 8-y 662

144
Ce 284 d 8-y 134

152
Eu 13.6 yr EC - 6 - y 344

154
Eu 8.6 yr s-y 723

155
Eu 4.96 yr 8-y 105

166m
Ho 1200 y 8-y 184

.
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POTENTIAL RADIONUCLIDES TO BE f1EASURED-

,

Isotope Hal f-Life Decay Mode Energy (kev)

Beta and X-ray Emitters

55
Fe 2.7 y EC 5.9 X-ray

59 4
Ni 7.5 x 10 y EC 6.9 X-ray '

63 -

Ni 96 y 8 17 8 avg.

O)90 -

Sr-Y 28.5 y B 931 8 avg. (from y

'

93 5
' -

Zr-Nb 9.5 x 10 y g 19.6 s avg.
* "

99 5 -

Tc 2.13 x 10 y 3 84 s avg.

129 7 .

1 1.57 x 10 g 29.8 X-ray
~

135 6
Cs 2.3 x 10 s 210 kev

147 -

Pm 2.62 8 62 s avg.

1 51
-

5m 90 y 8 19.6 8 avg.

Transuranics

237 6 4788 .Np 2.14 x 10 y a

238 5499Pu 87.8 y a

239-240 4 5155Pu 2.44 x 10 y a

241 -

Pu 14.4 y 8 5.2 8 avg.

241 5485 (also 59.5 X-ray)Am 433 y a

243 5275Am 7380 y a

242 6113Cm 163 d a

244 5805Cm 18.1 y a

-8-
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DETAILED WORK PROCEDURE FOR SAMPLING AT PATHFINDER

July 14-23, 1980

PIPE AND METALS CUTTING

Introduction

!

All existing piping and metals in this plant are considered to be potentially

contaminated internally and/or externally. This contamination must pat be

spread in an uncontrolled manner.

This specification describes the methods and protective measures to be em-

played during the cutting of pipe and other metals which are to be processed

during sample procurement at Pathfinder.

This specification may be revised to suit special situations with the prior

approval of the Plant Manager.

| Prerequisites

|

1. A work permit has been prepared by Health Physics and approved by

Health Physics, Battelle Project Manager and Pathfinder plant super-

intendent.

2. The work area has been surveyed and defined by Radiation Monitoring and

a radiation work procedure (RWP) has been posted at the entrance to the

work area.

1
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Protective Equipment Requirements, Furnished by Battelle

,

1. Personal monitoring devices as specified on the RWP.
,

2. Continuous air monitor.

3. Other air and area monitoring equipment as specified on the RWP.

4. Respirators, goggles, anti-C clothing, etc. as shown on RWP.

Equipment Requirements, Furnished by Battelle

1. Waste catch and storage materials (polyethylene sheets--6 mils minimum

thickness, drums, duct tape, blotter paper, hand rags, masking tape, etc.).

2. Cutters. Roller cutters, chain-type cutters, hack saw, sabre saws, tin

snips, powered hand-held saws and guillotine saws, according to the need.

Flame and arc cutting devices and abrasive cutting wheels are not accept-

able since they promote the spread of contamination.

3. Scaffolding, chain falls, etc.

Work Method
t

1. Insure that the foregoing prerequisites have been met and that Radiation

Monitoring is present at the start of t1e work. The degree of his con-

tinued presence will depend on the particular case. This need will be

recorded on the RWP.

2. Install scaffolding and chain falls according to the need. Install re-

| straints to prevent significant movement when the cut is made.

3. For pipe cutting, check adjacent valves to insure the line is properly

isolated, drained, and vented. If draining cannot be clearly estab-

lished, a hole will be drilled in the pipe immediately prior to the

!

|
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start of cutting operations. Drilling and draining shall be accomplished

in a manner in which no liquid is spilled on the floor. Rubber gloves and

a face shield are the minimum wet protection requirements when drfiling

pipe. Radiation Monitoring will specify other items as needed.

4. Install a catch basin of polyethylene sheet or other suitable device

under the work piece to catch falling insulation, pipe cuttings, lubri-

cants, etc.

5. Where appropriate, locate air sampler to monitor the cut. If the air

sampler indicates mobilized contamination at any time during the work,

all work is to be stopped, the work piece openings are to be covered,

the area is to be evacuated and Radiation Monitoring is to be notified.

Radiation Monitoring will direct-the remedial effort and advise when

normal work can be resumed.

6. Remove insulation as necessary to the work and deposit in storage drum.

7. Wipe the work piece thoroughly with a damp rag and deposit rag in radio-

active material disposal drum.

8. Smear the work piece to a point one foot either side of the planned cut.

Decontaminate same as needed by scrubbing or as otherwise instructed by

Radiation Monitoring. Repeat this step until smear counts are acceptable

to Radiation Monitoring.

9. Make the cut with the chosen tool.

10. Cap the open ends of piping and equipment cavities with two separate

applications of polyethylene sheet and duct tape, inmediately after com-

pletion of the cut. If the space between the cut ends is not sufficient

for capping, apply a double layer of polyethylene in a sleeve-type wrapping.

11. Make required additional cuts in accordance with all of the foregoing.

|
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12. When the pipe or other device is to be removed, all open ends shall be

capped as soon as possible during the removal in accordance with item
u

11 above.

13. The removed pieces will be surveyed by Radiation Monitoring who will

specify any additional protection required prior to removal to the place

of disposition.

14. Wrap all tools, power equipment, chain falls, etc. in polyethylene sheet

or bags and leave inside the work area until Radiation Monitoring has

surveyed and released each item. If the tools and equipment are con-

taminated, they will be decontaminated by Battelle personnel and cleared

for removal by Radiation Monitoring before they can be taken from the

work area.

15. Uncleared tools and equipment used in the dismantling may be transferred

from one work area to another or prepared for shipment when they are

contained within a polyethylene bag (5) which has been approved by Radi-

ation: Monitoring.

16. Clean and decontaminate the work area as specified by Radiation Monitoring.

17. Advise the Health Physics and Project Manager w'ien the work is completed

and return work permit.

._ - - ~. . _ _ - - _ .__ _- . , - -._ __
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CONCRETE CORING

.

Prerequisites

1. All prerequisites stated in the above section on pipe and metals cutting

will be applicable.

Equipment Requirements, Furnished by Battelle

1. Concrete coring equipment--recirculating water type.

2. Waste catch and storage materials.

Work Method

1. Set up concrete coring apparatus over desired area and spread out

absorbent paper over surrounding area to catch any water spray.

2. Obtain concrete core. Wipe dry and double package in plastic bags.

3. Wipe up any liquid around the core hole and till core nole witn rapid

curing epoxy concrete.

4. Restore area to previous conditions.

. _ . ._ _ .- ,____ . _. - . . . . - . - . - _ _. _ . _ . . _
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July 9, 1980 ,
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. *

Hr. Davi d T.. Robe rt s on
Battss11sa T'dctf ac Nurthwisst Laboratorise
?. O. Sua 999
Richland. Washington 99352

Dear Daves

Tlie purpoise of this letter la to docuveent understandtar.o between No'rthern Ttatem
Fuwer Comepany (N5P) and Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories (BW) coneprning
DW's project tn study the disemantled facility at N::T 's Pathfinder Generating
Plau L. Almu. thlm letter constitutes EhP's approval to Bt4W to go ahead with the
. study se per the requiremente and understand 1nne act forth br' vein.
IL 1.s our underutanding you (Davi,1 E. Robertson) are the BW Project Manager p

,

for this study and thereby at.* the authortred reprearnt ative - fese BW. Fo r ama t-

ters recatsf rinn nW mperovel, judgyment or cicarance. NSP mhall look to you. Lik e-

wine. RuburL (Buh) 7. Ms.Kaughan, the Fathfinder Flant Superintendent. to NSP's
authurised reprenmutaLive for the effort. For matters requirinr. approval, judg-
ment or clearance from NSP. Bob HeKaughan shall be contacted.
A11 wnrk renducted am part of this estudy shall be done in accordance with the

*
below limted docsamentma ..

Pathfinder NRC Part 30 Byproduct Maturini Licana No. 22438799-02 and
I

nonne.inted application. *
.

Amenhent No. 07 t o 1.1 cem e n No. 22-08799-02 and amuuciaterd amendment
roament. ,

10 CYR Part 20 " Standard for Pentaction Aapinat Radiation".
PlahforFathfinderGeneratinr.BW ' en " Des L allend Saarpiing and Analysis

Y1 ant" submitted to peSP rebrumry 26, 1980.

NEP's "Fathsinder Dinamantled Facility Entrance Control Pror.rm=". Re-
vimica 1. dated April 1 1980.

*

. MSP ' ss " Procedure f or Usse of the kadiation Survey Forse during the Ratte11e
DF Survey", Ravisiou'O. dated July 7 1980. ,

NSP's " Procedure for use 01 the RWP (Radiation Work Pe rseit) during the
Bate 11e DF burvey". Reviolon O. detad .hely 7, 1980.

|
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Mr. David E. Robertson .

Tage 2
-

July 9, 1980
e

NKP's Esmergency and Hospitani Amminiance Plan for the natta11e Dr survey
Proj ect" , Revision 0, dated July 7, 19 60.
NRP's **Tathfinder Diementlee Facility Special Entrance Procedure f or the

*
Fumi storms.e Pool". Rewteten 0, dated July 7, 1980.

RW's Radiation Work Frocedure Wienher "Of fsite-7" as approved by EW and
NK?.

~

BW's "betailed Work Procedures for gagling at rathfinder July 14-23, 1980",
received by HKP dated July 2. 19a0.

Hnwever, deviations f rove the requirements and specificattuna of these above docu-
une u t es , to the extent that they do not affset NKP'n NRC license respannihilities and
to the extent that Lliey are detervatned practical and necessary, will be allowed
as neutually mareed to and mpproved by mW and NSP. All such deviations and assa-
ciated approvala shsil be Anrumented.

_

1 hough HMP ma Llie 1.1censee is ultimately responsible to the NRC for the conduct
nf the =Ludy. HSP holds nW ranpuvuelble to conduct its acLivities in enepliance ,
with N# 1' ' a NMC license requiremments and to provide to NSF the inforsmation, due;u-

*

seentation and records it needs en maLimfy NRC license obligattuna and inquir$cs.
Further, in regard to this proj ect , it La our underetending thett

BNW will provide these own afP support including itP coverage for any
activitics within and associated with the ellemantled f a c i1 *. t y . This acuverage will include installation of the hatchway into the fuel storage '

pool. 1o assist BW in proviatnr adequate enverage. HSP will provide, .

to the extent practical, tiP suppliam it has on hand at its other nuclear a
facilitten f or use by SW and will make its Own WP parmonnel available -

for consultation with BW am needed.
'

eenitor the radiatinn am1,usure as appropriate of all personnelBW will '

anunciated with the projers and asha11 subimit upmi campletion of the proj ect
in a Lianely and appropriate format exposure recorda to NSP for forwarding
to the NMC. NSP will provide TLD badges and domimeters for uhe by BMW if

fneeded.

of crmpliance with the " Pathfinder Dismantled Faci _11Ly En-For purposestrance saint ent Prograna". BW will am msme the responsibilities and duttas
of the* "L vid F.nLeance Tears Ncumber" macept the. responsibility to esshimitinf oremation to the proper ngencies will be retainedrequired exposure
by NSP.

Radiation protection controle utilised during Lhe effort shall to the
esteut possible avoid generation of liquid was te. All waste generated as

a result of the project unless otherwine approved by NEP shall be appro-
priately " Lied up" and drumd in LSA 55 gallon conLainers. NEP will
provide the containers. BW will be respansthis for drum filling, con-
Leute recording, inhellog and verification of clean exterior surf aces.
HSP will as simme responsibility f or disposal of the drusemed waste.

.- - _ - __ -_. - - _ , - - _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . . . _ . . . . .
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Astm will cavnduct the radiation surveys necessary .ta metahtish both befc+re
and after cunt = lu tion conditions in all work mesma. To Lt.e extent posaj nible. BMW is to leave work arose in no worse a contaminated condi tionthen found. If shering the course of work DNW aubstantially t rie rnam en= the
ennt smet na t ion level us the work area. NEPshall be cleaned by BNW to the eartenst ehall be nattfind and the arose ,

practical as required by NEP.
TlW shall maintain a log of all semples taken .or systemma opened or dia-

*11a t eturbed. lot,shall identity to the extent determinable the es-piinglocation and/or systema or cuerponen t affected. NSF will provide consul-
tetton as to prnper $derntification of pipe or componesite to the matantthey are able. Upon completion of the projaet a cory of tlae saarple log
shs11 be subnit ted to NKP for their records.
BNW mha11 survey, package and label for shimt al.1 samples taken for
offette analyets.

Prior tu leaving the site SNW shall perform appropriate surveys to desman
atrate that all areneathlu arman of the Fattaf ander Fnsof t Plant mifected't.y the s t andy nffnet are returned or were maintained in the namme conditioninantar an radiation protection noce as found. This demonstration shall
not be considered adequare sentti it in rurvismeed and approved by HRP.
BNW shall prnvide to MSP s uples of all records. reports and related docu-
monto it generates as a result of t r e s tudy efforLa at Fathfinder inelteding
copican ut the results of onelyssa performerd un asay samples taken offaite.
BNW agrees to bar liable Kor all damages f or i n.j es ri es or deatte to their
enan ewployeem and agente. regardleam of causetton or neallnence by either,

party. and agrees to maintain workers Compensation Insurance upon their
own onployees, and shati look solely to sold insurmace for all recovery.cf all cantam for injury or death to entd m ioye== or agents of thette
who anay: be in, on. or ebenst the M5r rathstader Generatina Plant. BNwalso enrees to defend, i nd esani ty, and hold NRP harvelumn un any and all
c l a t res or actiuns brougiat by DNW ow=pi rvyema or ageen tes , their relatives,

i heirm or beneficiarico, arteing out of or resultina frcus the e.aecution
i of the work provided for in this agreeseent. !

lYours truly. .'

|

D. E. Gilberte
,.

Vice Praaident *

Foerer Production

cca b. M. Eliason
H. T. McKnughan
C. II . He11n
J. M. rappenfue
E. C. Ward

,

DEGsnk
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7-1-80 '' 9 i-RO Physical SciencesP *=
Offsite-7 New
LOCAfiON

Pathfinder Generating Plant, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Ot sc miP TION OP JOS

Identify the nature, distribution and inventory of residual radionuclide contamination
in and around the Reactor. !!easurements will involve on-site examination of gama and *

beta emitting radionuclides and procurement of samples for analyses at the Laboratory,
Richland, WA.
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Responsible Northern States Power (NSP) flanagement shall be in concurrence with
~

1.
this procedure.

2. All PNL Staff members associated with the Project shall adhere to the requirements
of this procedure, NSP issued RWP's, and the Northern States Power NRC Radioactive
flaterial License as amended.

3. All staff members shall complete the following prior to starting the work at
Pathfinder: radiation orientation, mask fit, mask training, whole body count,
procure offsite dosimeter and current occupational external radiation exposure
history.
Baseline dose rates, contamination status and air concentrations shall be established14.

I prior to commencement of sample procurement and non-destructive surveys. I

5. Posting shall meet the requirements of the Northern States Power NRC License as
amended.

APPROVAL $

| **"'"*"a(PNL-Battelle)
Operations - Northern States Power

.

He Phy; ( ll Health Physics - Northern States Power
-
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Radiation Work Procedure, Offsite-7*
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Special Instructions, Cont'd.

6. Respiratory protection shall be worn as recomended by the H.P.

7. Protective equipment requirements shall be changed when recommended by the H.P.,
e.g., waterproof clothing, respiratory protection, two pair coveralls, etc.

8. A lab coat may be worn over personal clothing if entry is for observation and if
approved by the H.P.

9. Any radiation area injury, skin contamination or unusual radiological event
shall be reported to the H.P. and P.M. immediately.

10. The staff member is required to notify the H.P. when he completes radiation
work that has been set up at a specific location. No other radiation work
shall begin without H.P. approval.

11. Samples removed from the site shall meet releasable criteria or shall be packaged
to meet DOT requirements. Shipments of radioactive samples from the site shall
be made in accord with DOT requirements.

12. Necessary changes to this RWP shall be made 1. approved by the Site Health Physicist
(HP) and Project Manager (PM), and Pathfinder Plant Superintendent.

13. The facilities shall meet the restoration requirements of NSP & NRC, i.e.,
entombment, sealing, etc. , of sample sites at the completion of the work.

14. In the event of an incident, as described in CFR 10, Chapter 1-20.403, one
or more of the following Battelle Staff shall be notified:

Name Work Phone Home Phone

C.R. Richey, Mgr., RS&E (509) 373-2566 (509) 882-4375

J.B. tiartin, Mgr. , Radiation Monitoring (509) 376-3057 (509) 375-0461

fl.P. Nisick, Sr., Research Scientist (509) 373-2521 (509) 946-6202

B.J. McMurray, Sr., Development Engr. (509) 376-0345 (509) 943-9821

Additionally, Northern States Power shall be notified, who in turn shall notify
NRC Region Three.

15. An additional RWP will be prepared by Health Physics and posted at all entrances
to any area that requires greater controls than the general radiation work permit.
This procedure will be approved by Health Physics, Project Manager and Pathfinder
Plant Superintendent.
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TENTATIVE WORK SCHEDULE AT PATHFINDER ,

July 14-23, 1980

Friday, July 11 -- Abel leaves Richland with van.

Sunday, July 13 -- Robertson, Evans and Leale fly to Sioux Falls; unpack
and set up equipment to begin Monday morning

Monday, July 14 -- start survey of environs

1) Evans and Abel -- set up intrinsic Ge and beta counting systems in
chem, lab or administration building and begin counting soils

2) Leale - .begin GM survey of grounds'around Pathfinder

3) Robertson -- oegin soil core ~ sampling

Tuesday, July 15 -- start survey of auxiliary buildings

1) Evans and Abel -- take Ge detector into cooling tower, water treatment
building and other external structures to perform in situ counting

2) Leale -- perform G4 survey of auxiliary buildings and structures

3) Robertson -- assist Evans, Abel and Leale and check out fossil plant
for available contaminated hardware and locations for in situ
gamma analysis

Wednesday, July 16 -- begin in-plant survey

1) Evans and Abel -- perform gamma scanning with Ge detector starting
in fossil plant and working towards fuel handling building and
reactor building

2) Leale -- perform G4 scanning beginning at the fossil plant and working
towards the fuel handling and reactor building

3) Robertson -- begin concrete coring in fossil side of plant and procure-
ment of any hardware samples from this area

Thursday, July 17 -- all continue with in-plant survey ar.d samples procurement,
working towards fuel handling building and reactor building

Friday, July 18 -- enter fuel handling building and reactor building

1) Evans and Abel -- determine if background is low enough to permit in
situ gamma counting with Ge system. If low enough, perform in situ
gamma counting--if too high, set up counting system ,in chem lab or
administration building to count samples obtained from fuel handling
and reactor buildings

. _. -- _ _ - .
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2) Leale -- perfonn G4 surveys of fuel handling and reactor buildings

3) Robertson -- obtain concrete cores and available piping and hardware
from fuel handling and reactor buildings,

Saturday, July 19 -- catch up on counting of samples and procuring concrete
cores and hardware and piping samples

Sunday, July 20 -- R and R

Monday, July 21 -- enter fuel storage basin to procure contaminated hardware
and piping

1) Robertson, Leale and Abel -- enter fuel storage basin and cut and
package piping and hardware

2) Evans -- count samples from fuel storage basin on Ge system and some
beta counting of smears

Tuesday, July 22 -- continue with previous days tasks; John Taylor arrives to
j check out shipping procedures
i

J Wednesday, July 23 -- finish up with fuel storage basin ar.d core concrete
bioshield

1) Robertson and Evans -- core concrete bioshield

2) Abel and Leale -- finish procurement of samples from fuel storage
basin and packaging for shipping back to Richland

3) pack up and prepare to leave for Richland

4) Evans, Abel and Leale -- fly home Wednesday evening

Thursday, July 24 -- Robertson drives van back to Richland

i
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